Interview Thea Aldrich

Lull’d by
soft Zephyr
Thea Aldrich assures Jonni Bidwell that with a well-designed
operating system IoT might not end humanity after all.
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Thea Aldrich Interview

hea Aldrich is a developer
advocate for the Zephyr
Project, a Linux Foundation
project that aims to create an
open source, real-time operating system
for the Internet of Things (IoT). Before
that she’s been involved with gathering
and contributing geospatial data for
the OpenStreetMap project as well as
working for the
Eclipse Foundation.
She’s also responsible for the first
Ruminant Area Network we’re aware
of – a quartet of cattle equipped with
sensors – but we’re told that project has
since been put out to pasture. We caught
up with her at the Linux Foundation’s
Open Source Summit in the culture (and
saturated fat)-rich city of Edinburgh to
talk security, community and caring for
your hair in wintery conditions.

T

Linux Format: Let’s talk about real-time
operating systems (RTOSes) first.
What are the situations where
guaranteed low latency is required,
why are conventional kernels
insufficient here?
Thea Aldrich: One of the features in
Zephyr that folks are most excited
about are pre-emptive threading
and being able to prioritise and
have the core functionality that you
really need to always be on and
always work. That’s important,
particularly for sensors and
devices embedded into critical
infrastructure, where if some
component crashes or stops
working or doesn’t respond in
time, you can’t have it bring
down the entire system.
Imagine if you’re driving a
car and then you turn on Slack
(this is a terrible example but
let’s roll with it). You can’t have
your engine suddenly stop when
you try and connect your phone
to your car. So for safety critical
applications and situations where
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As developer advocate, Thea Aldrich is
helping to spread the Zephyr message.

you need to know exactly how the system
is going to behave every time, it has to be
highly predictable. Those are the cases
where we need RTOSes.
LXF: Tell me about the Zephyr Project.
Why do we need another real-time
operating system?
TA: It’s a competitive and crowded space,
but one of the things I love about the
Zephyr project is that it was designed to

We’ve also got a number of smaller
companies coming in, including
SiFive (champions of RISC-V) and
Foundries.io. So it’s spanning the full
breadth of folks – everyone from billion
dollar companies to tiny startups are
finding a fulfilling experience in Zephyr.
LXF: Great, so you’ve got hardware
manufacturers, silicon fabricators,
coding wizards, the whole gamut?
TA: And y’know
I come from the
user side. I’m one
of those folks
who found Zephyr
through trying
to build things
in my house as a
software person.
It’s been a fantastic
way to enable
someone like myself be included in the
project as well. So we have an increasing
number of users and just regular
community members.

the openNess of zephyr
“We have neutral governance,
so there’s a lot of sustainability
and transparency built into
everything that we do.”
bring the best practices that people have
learned from the Linux community and
bring that into the RTOS space. While
the technology itself is fantastic, a lot of
the things that differentiate the Zephyr
project is the way that we run and the
way that we operate. We have a vendor
neutral governance – we’re not controlled
by any one entity – so there’s a lot of
sustainability and transparency built into
everything that we do.
LXF: Who’s involved, company-wise?
TA: We have 16 members now, including
Intel, NXP and Nordic Semiconductor.

LXF: Tell me about your background
– how did you get involved with Open
Source and ultimately Zephyr?
TA: It’s kind of a long story. I have one of
those fantastic liberal arts degrees that
everyone talks about being so valuable.
I have to say it was fantastic because it
taught me how to learn, but there wasn’t a
lot of opportunity in the space that
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I intended to go into. When I needed to find
a job I started becoming more interested
in open source, and I started out in
OpenStreetMap. I was working on open
source geospatial- and geo data.
Throughout the course of that
experience I started becoming increasingly
interested in other sources of geographic
information, and in particular the role
Internet of Things (IoT) was starting to
play into the geospatial context. The more
I poked around with Zephyr and building
small devices, the more it just bit me. After
about six or seven months of trying to do
things on my own I’d come across Zephyr
and there was something special about the
community. It was diverse and supportive.
There was enough excitement and enough

energy and enough opportunity that I
could come in and participate. So I pretty
much dropped everything and jumped
head first into Zephyr full time!
LXF: Canonical has big plans for Ubuntu
Core, which isn’t Zephyr or even an
RTOS, but does want to find its way into
as many IoT and Edge devices as it can.
How do the two compare?
TA: One of the things that’s important to
remember about Zephyr is that we’re not
Linux. We’re trying to focus on the space
where Linux is too big. Zephyr should be
where you go if Linux, even if you pare
it back as much as is humanly possible,
is too big for your device. I think it’s a
spectrum based on what your hardware

bringing Zephyr to a wider audience
LXF:At last year’s Open Source summit
– and I’ll be talking to them later too
actually – I had the pleasure of talking
to Yoshi Kobayashi and Urs Gleim
about the Civil Infrastructure Project.
Are there any collaborations between
CIP and Zephyr afoot? It seems like
they have some common goals, apart
from one being based around an old
Linux kernel and the other being
about an entirely different OS.
TA: We’re trying to work with as many
people as possible. I haven’t spoken
with CIP yet, but I would like to. In
general we’re working with a lot of other
projects, including EdgeX Foundry
and Fluent Bit, to make sure that the
sensor-to-cloud pipeline is fully open
source and vendor neutral.
We’re trying to go platform by
platform, piece by piece. One of
the strengths of Zephyr is that it’s
supported by so many different boards
and sensors, so when you have a
civil infrastructure deployment or
an industrial IoT deployment, you’ve
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got thousands of different sensors all
putting in different types of information
at different rates and what-have-you.
Being able to have Zephyr seamlessly
plug into something like an Edge device
and then seamlessly shoot that data
up to users anywhere in the world is
incredibly important to us.
So I do think that Zephyr is going
to play an important role in these
industrial, city-level initiatives, because,
in my opinion, it’s going to be too hard
to secure all of those different devices if
you’re having to secure each embedded
device by itself. We have a presentation
with EdgeX Foundry tomorrow. It’s
one of the projects I love working with,
specifically because it’s such a door
opener for Zephyr to start looking at
large deployments.
We’re also doing a hackathon later,
which sold out scarily quickly actually
– there’s a lot of excitement in the
community about this. But we have a
board produced by Phytec. A couple
of conferences ago everyone in the
Zephyr booth was
talking about what
kind of board we
need to show off
what Zephyr can
do. So we’ve got
about a hundred
of ‘em and we’re
going to connect
with Bluetooth
mesh and
everyone’s going
to connect their
badges up.
It’s going to be
a fun event!

and use cases are. But we’re really
targeting the places where everything
else is too big.
To give you an idea, Zephyr can run in
as little as 8k of RAM, I think some people
even managed to get it down to 2k, but
by that point it doesn’t do much besides
tell you “Hey, I’m alive.” The other thing
to remember is that because Zephyr is
modular, it’s a full OS up and down. So
if you have a larger device you can start
pulling in more features, and that’s still
all within the Zephyr family. You can hook
up to external services too, but that all
depends on what your hardware is.
LXF: Tech journalists love to hate on the
security (or lack thereof) features of IoT
devices. The perception runs something
like “take a device that doesn’t need
network access, put Linux and a whole
network stack in it so that it can do some
novel but ultimately useless things,
manufacture as cheaply as possible,
hardcode admin credentials and
backdoors, provide no security updates,
profit”. It can’t all be that bad as we’d
probably already have been squashed
by hijacked fridges by now. Dystopian
futures involving malevolent white goods
aside, how is Zephyr dealing with the
security side of things?
TA: Security is one of the biggest threats
that’s facing our ecosystem right now.
Everybody is looking at what is the
best way to approach it. In the Zephyr
project we’re starting out with being as
transparent as possible. We’ve got great
security features, but the way that Zephyr
is structured means the developer is able
to choose what level they’re looking for, so
they can turn on or off features in Zephyr.
As an organisation we’re also looking,
over the coming months, at obtaining
safety critical certifications. We want to
get security certifications in place so
that we can try to set a good example in
that space. It’s something that we’re very
much focused on and working on, but it’s
going to be a long process – having a truly
secure Internet of Things.
LXF: You mentioned being able to turn
on features or not include them. I gather
this is part of a wider modularity and
customisability that defines Zephyr.
Can you speak about that?
TA: It’s what I like the most about it. Y’know,
developers right now, the use cases they’re
having to deploy to are radically different.
The connectivity is radically different. So
rather than having to roll your own RTOS
every single time for every use case, what’s
nice about Zephyr is because it’s so highly
configurable and modular, you can take
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the pieces that you need. You can go down
as small as you want or go down as big as
you want. You can pick and choose which
features and what functionality you’re
looking for and then build from there.
Right now, I think we’re up to 113
boards and we support six architectures.
We’re trying to be an RTOS that enables
developers to come in and focus on
building their application rather than
focusing on building their own RTOS
every single time.
LXF: What other communications
protocols does Zephyr support? Things
like Bluetooth and WLAN are de rigeueur
these days, but more and more I’m having
to learn new acronyms like LoRaWAN,
BLE, NFC. I guess these can all be added
as people need or want them?
TA: The nice thing about the Zephyr
community right now is that we’re
starting to tap into the sweet part of the
exponential curve. At this point features
and functionality are coming in almost
faster than we can manage them. It’s an
exciting time – as soon as a developer
wants to build something, the guides
and documentation are good enough
that they can just dive straight in and
build it. We’re seeing all kinds of new
stuff come in every day.

LXF: Geeky stuff aside, how is it working
for Zephyr?
TA: One thing I’m excited about is the
community. Zephyr is one of the nicest
and most diverse communities that I’ve
ever experienced in open source and we’re
starting to see a lot of uptick – not just in
first-time contributors to Zephyr, but in
first-time contributors to open source in
general.
And so we’re making a concerted
effort on the part of our project, to be a
place where if you’ve never contributed
to an open source project before, we’re
here to help. If you need some help with
that first pull request, if you’re nervous
about contributing to open source, Zephyr
is a place that will support you, even if
you’re just putting in small changes to
documentation or figuring out how Git
and Github work.
LXF: Or knowing that tabs are not four
or eight spaces, even though some text
editors try to help you by pretending
that they are?
TA: Right. I’ll never forget the feeling when
I put in my first open source contribution
and knowing that it wasn’t right, knowing
that I hadn’t gotten the formatting right,
that there were trailing spaces and other
such transgressions. Putting in that first

pull request was the trigger to fixing this
stuff and learning a whole lot of other stuff,
but also I was very self-conscious that
I was wasting other people’s time on
elementary stuff.
What I’m excited about with Zephyr is
having a place where new contributors
can come in and learn the mechanics of
contributing to an open source project in
a friendly place.
LXF: I guess your experience is a good
example of the “goldfish bowl” effect
that people talk about.
TA: Yes! It was, I don’t want to say
terrifying, but I definitely felt vulnerable.
Yet the response from the community
when I put that first pull request in, they
were so nice and helpful. It was like, “Thank
you for doing this. It’s all wrong. But don’t
worry.” And then they walked me through
it. That’s one of the things about Zephyr
that I’m the most proud about: that we’re
trying intentionally to provide a space
where people can come in and learn the
mechanics of open source.
LXF: Tell me about the origins of Zephyr.
I’m going to be talking to David Reyna
from Wind River later (you’ll see this in
a future issue of Linux Format) and it’d
be good to get the details right.

who you gonna call…?
“ If you need some help with that
first pull request, if you’re nervous
about contributing to open
source, Zephyr will support you.”
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TA: Right, so Zephyr, before it was called
Zephyr, began in Wind River Systems.
It was acquired by Intel, which wanted
to build an RTOS off an established
codebase. For a couple of years, and
behind closed doors, the company
prepared it for open source. After that, and
very smartly I think, Intel turned it over
to the Linux Foundation to try to make it
vendor neutral. So while it started out as
Wind River, and was very heavily Intelinfluenced, right now we’ve got to the point
where it’s a robust community.
Furthermore, while we’re proud of
our origins we’re equally as proud of the
fact that it’s now not owned by anyone
– it’s owned by the community. It’s been
fun to watch the process of a company
intentionally bring people in and try
to very strategically relinquish, I don’t
want to say control because it was never
really controlling, but certainly open up
the leadership and open up the thinking
behind it, to people all over the world and
different companies.
LXF: It’s an exciting time in many ways.
It feels like open source has broken
through so many of the old institutions
and boundaries. Recently (October
2018) we saw Microsoft joining the
Open Invention Network. Sure, there’s
a business reason for them to do that
and sure, there are a number of patents
which they’ve chosen to keep for
themselves, but even the most ardent
anti-Redmondite can’t deny that this is
good for open source.
TA: I think assuming good faith is
important in open source. And obviously

when that good faith is breached, it’s
crucial to have remedies for that based
on a process. At least in the Zephyr
community when companies come in we
always welcome them with open arms,
because you never can tell what you’re
going to learn, or what they’re going to
bring, just from a reputation. So we try to
be open and inclusive and to understand
that if we knew where the next big
innovation was going to come from we’d
Thea is constantly surprised
at the applications of Zephyr
– it’s not just for cars or TVs.
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probably already have it! So we don’t want
to close any doors.
LXF: What sort of programs are we going
to see running Zephyr in the near future?
TA: Over the next few months we’re going
to see increasing numbers of products
come to market powered by Zephyr.
We’ve already seen some: there’s a
smartwatch for children that has a GPS
tracker in it, there’s also some glasses
with a heads-up display (HUD) and then
there’s my favourite, which are the shoes.
These are actually safety boots that have
Zephyr running in them and through
haptic feedback factory workers can
communicate on the factory floor. So when
they can’t hear their boss their shoes buzz.
It’s applications like this which blow
my mind because I never would have
thought that the project I was working on
could be used in that way. It’s easy to think
along the lines of “this is going to go in a
TV” or “this is going to go in a car”. One
of the great things about Zephyr being
open source and being accessible is that
we’re starting to see, on the product side,
independent developers just looking and
being able to take it. And the stuff they’re
creating is just blowing my mind. Over the
next few months there are also going to be
a number of announcements from large
companies that are starting to employ
Zephyr just as their default RTOS. When
those announcements happen it’ll be an
even more exciting time.
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